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Emblems: Early Modern Thinking Illustrated? 

This brief introduction defines what an emblem is for the purposes of understanding the sometimes oblique 

references in The Three Ladies of London. An emblem is 'a way to know the world' visually, seeing and then 

understanding intellectually what it might signify — adding sensory and metaphorical dimension to the words that 

accompany the image. This introduction therefore explores some specific images that reflect meanings in the play: 

The Seeming Lover, A Virtue Hidden, Deformitie, Poore Theeves ... and Great Theeves, and True Virtue. The other 

emblems in the accompanying Wither collection offer more opportunities to 'know the world' of the Three Ladies. 

Citation: Ostovich, Helen and Jessica Swain, ‘Emblems: Early Modern Thinking Illustrated’, Performance as Research  

in Early English Theatre Studies: The Three Ladies of London in Context, 

http://threeladiesoflondon.mcmaster.ca/contexts/emblems 

 

In her analysis of Geffrey Whitney’s emblem book, Mary Silcox defines how an early modern 

English audience might understand emblems as hieroglyphics; the audience linked the emblem 

books to the ‘ancient symbol writing of the Egyptians and its supposed system of natural signs, 

God’s own language speaking to us from nature’.1 That is, the meanings of emblems in nature or 

in the naturally divine also make us recognize their artificiality in books as expressions of wit. 

This inherent tension within the emblem as a genre stretches further when we consider it as a 

metaphoric form: metaphor is responsible for divulging the hidden message of the emblem but 

also for generating multiple meanings, thereby making the reading of the ‘proper’ signification 

of the emblem much less straightforward. Silcox suggests that the emblem was 'something of a 

puzzle or mystery to be solved by the reader’s interacting with the total of the parts, no one of 

which contains the entirety of the emblem’s message'.2 Since meaning in emblems was not 

explicit, readerly participation based on collective knowledge was crucial in guiding early 

modern readers to recognize and share the same meaning in the images and texts.3  

                                                 
1 Helen Ostovich (ostovich@mcmaster.ca) is professor emeritus, English and Cultural Studies, at 

McMaster Unviersity. Jessica Swain (swainjm@mcmaster.ca) is a PhD candidate in English and 

Cultural Studies at McMaster University. 
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 As an epistemic model, emblems were a way to know the world 4 – an analogous world 

that made sense through these cognitive linguistic pathways that emblem readers shared. Michael 

Bath quotes Francis Bacon's conception of emblems: ‘Emblem reduceth conceits intellectual to 

images sensible’.5 Bacon’s explanation of emblems demonstrates the shiftiness of metaphors – 

how emblems are able to move between mental images to tangible images through metaphor. 

According to Bath, ‘the emblem effects a transfer of meaning … which remained closely in 

touch with the metaphoric systems of Renaissance rhetoric’.6 Emblematic thinking was a 

cognitive structure for understanding the connection between words and images, a structure that 

only made sense through metaphor. As a metaphoric form that emphasizes the visual, emblems 

contain the same preoccupation with verba and res, the world of words and the world of things. 

As a rhetorical device, metaphor attempts to bridge these two worlds, making words visible. 

Metaphor gives the hidden meaning in emblems a seeming concreteness, giving shape to abstract 

conceptions. So, inexpressible traits are given texture, making language a sensory experience – 

but senses can be unreliable. This need to access the ‘true’ meaning of the emblem relates to the 

anxiety of controlling the meaning and reading of metaphor.  

 Perhaps the best example of this ambivalence of meaning as represented in The Three 

Ladies of London is in George Wither’s emblem of the ‘Seeming-Lover’, who seduces a lady 

(aroused by his attentions) in her bed-chamber, plying her with wine, while his hand, erotically 

in her lap, fondles her bowl of gold coins – clearly metaphoric for sexual soliciting in hopes of 

controlling her wealth. Lady Lucre, of course, does not lose control as this woman does, but she 

encourages lovers and followers with promises of enrichment. Arguably she seduces Lady 

Conscience with hypocritical offers of the soft life as hostess of a retreat for friends. Conscience 

may believe she can continue to be ‘A Virtue Hidden’, despite discovering that her new home is 
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a brothel, but she struggles with her ‘Foolish Part’ and her own ‘Unconstant Mind’  and 

‘Unseemliness’, Similarly, ‘Deformitie’ shows us a two-faced woman, masked in beauty 

without, but ugly within, as Lady Love has become, demonstrated when she appears in a vizard 

(15.0 sd) to hide her ‘monstrous’ (12) head in shame at the depth of depravity to which she has 

fallen (see also ‘Doubling Love’ elsewhere on this site).7 Perhaps ‘Poor Thieves and Great 

Thieves’ best expresses Love's dismay: that she weakly let her poverty destroy her, whereas the 

rich Lucre gets away with all her crimes. The trial at the end of the play offers no confidence in 

the judgment of men. None have ‘True Virtue’ or can claim: ‘True Vertue, whatsoere betides, / 

In all extreames unmoov'd abides’. 

 Like Lucre’s multi-faceted international investments in world economy, the emblem 

itself  

was big business in early modern Europe, used extensively not only in printed books and 

broadsheets, but also to decorate pottery, metalware, furniture, glass and windows, and 

numerous other domestic, devotional, and political objects. At its most basic level simply 

a combination of symbolic visual image and text, an emblem is a hybrid composed of 

words and picture. ... [U]nderstanding the precise and often multiple meaning, intention, 

and message emblems conveyed, however, can prove a remarkably slippery process.8  

The instability of meaning, interestingly enough, is what Lucre’s business rests upon. Lucre tells 

Mercadorus to export ‘wheat, peas, barley, oats, and vetches, and all kind of grain’ (3.40; 

QLN406), as well as ‘leather, tallow, beef, bacon, bell-metal, and everything’ (42; QLN408), 

only to bring back ‘trifles into England’ (43; QLN409). Items of worth and necessity are to be 

replaced with meaningless objects. Additionally, the ‘everything’ that Lucre wants to export 

implicitly suggests the ‘nothing’ that the country will receive in return. The repetition of ‘trifles’ 
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(43, 45; QLN409, 411) and ‘baubles’ (44, 46; QLN410, 412) in this passage emphasizes the loss 

not only of essential goods, but also of the rationality and judgment of purchasers who crave 

trivial objects instead of practical ones. Wither’s ‘Contemplation’, heavy in its ‘can’t take it with 

you’ warning, criticizes ‘Trifles’ (12.5) that only bring pleasure ‘because they blinde / With 

some false Lustre’ (12.10-11).9 This emblem critiques the misperceiving of meaningless objects 

as valuable, and attempts to reorient the reader towards a more virtuous way of being by 

rejecting the conflation of the meaningless and the valuable. On a basic level, emblems try to 

teach the reader to see truly in order to make good choices. For instance, both Whitney’s and 

Wither’s emblem books contain the ‘The Choice of Hercules’, depicting the hero's struggle 

between virtue and vice. In the pictura in both emblems, Hercules’s arms are in the same 

position: his right arm, associated with the virtue of wisdom placed to his right side, points 

upward to heaven, while his left arm, connected to the figure of lust at his left, points downward 

to hell. In other words, the placement of his arms act as a clear warning to the Christian reader, 

indicating the future eternal outcome for either choice. Accentuating this message, Whitney’s 

subscriptio advises that the path of pleasure looks easy and accessible, as its ‘waie bee smoothe, 

and faire’ (40.7), 10 but ‘honor hates, with pleasure to remaine’ (11), because only climbing 

virtue's ‘steepe, and craggie hill’ (15) is worth the effort of achieving the reward. For Wither, 

similarly, Hercules's choice of the mind over the body, ‘Wisdome’ (22.15) over ‘what the 

wanton flesh desires’ (14), can have enduring value.  

 But not everyone can be Hercules. While such emblems warn against putting too much 

stress on worldly possessions and thoughts that distract from virtuous contemplation, the world 

of The Three Ladies of London troubles this simple division of right and wrong by continually 

bringing up the oddly modern fact that unless basic needs – like shelter and food, not to mention 
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human dignity – are met, perhaps right and wrong have little meaning. From goods, to people, 
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rank in society, to the qualities these represent, the play uses pervasive displacement to highlight 

the fact that the issues are bigger than any one choice by any one character. Perhaps the most 

Hercules-like character (as he stays on virtue’s path even while trying to switch to the ways of 

vice), Sincerity is continually displaced in the play, as when Simplicity asks him if he makes a 

living by going door to door begging (4.8; QLN541), and when Sincerity realizes Lucre is 

offering him a non-position at a non-place, the parsonage of Saint Nihil (143 ff; QLN697). He is 

unable to find rest or employment. Instead, he remains a transient, drifting right out of the play. 

Those that might be named the ‘good’ characters in the play are quashed in their attempts to 

create positive change or critique the existing power dynamic. They are belittled, evicted, 

starved, and, as in the case of Hospitality, openly murdered. Even Conscience, who can see 

Lucre and her employees for what they are, still succumbs to Lucre’s influence out of 

desperation (10.81; QLN1275). In their attempt to choose virtue over vice, these good characters 

become hypocrites: they fail to see and act appropriately. 

 Lucre and her employees represent systemic issues, such as economic depression, lack of 

opportunity or unemployment, and oppression, made visible through the choices of the 

allegorical characters. Although we might argue that these characters fail to play the ‘long game’ 

of virtue and vice properly, as allegorical characters they themselves are unstable, with meanings 

that shift and repurpose intention. Their actions and reactions reveal the perverseness of the 

system in which they are embedded. The very fact that Wilson expresses his play’s content 

through allegorical characters problematizes individual choice. The case of Artifex the artisan 

demonstrates labour’s place in a corrupt society. His entrance, after the disparaging interaction 

between Lucre and Mercadorus, illustrates their indifference to the worth and rights of English 

craftsmen: Lucre prefers profit from raw, unprocessed goods, while Artifex’s complaint to 
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Dissimulation and Fraud concerns his livelihood by manufacturing products from those raw 

materials. Artifex’s predicament draws attention to the parallel between the trifles being brought 

into England and the foreign workers who make them: 

    For there be such a sort of strangers in this country 

 That work fine to please the eye, though it be deceitfully.  

 And that which is slight and seems to the eye well  

 Shall sooner than a piece of good work be proffered to sell, 

   An our Englishmen be grown so foolish and nice, 

 That they will not give a penny above the ordinary price.  (3.86-91; QLN459-64) 

The shoddy but pretty work of the foreigners displaces and replaces Artifex’s honest labour, 

while also signifying the corruption of the consumers. Worryingly, this deceit makes Artifex’s 

products have a similar purposelessness, since his items are not being purchased and are 

therefore not put to use. His work has no consequence, and his attitude in voicing the worth of 

his labour simply becomes a hindrance to future employment.  

 What choices really exist in the play? Who is really on trial at the end? Whitney’s and 

Wither’s emblems of the ‘Pelican’, a common early modern motif for piety, represent a call for 

social responsibility. The pelican was portrayed as a sacrificing mother feeding her young her 

blood by piercing her breast with her beak. Customarily this self-sacrifice was linked to Christ, 

which Wither’s emblem draws on in the lines that depict the English as Christ’s ‘owne 

unthankfull Brood’ (154.12),11 and his sacrifice becomes their ‘Food’ (17). According to Wither, 

that sacrifice should influence personal choice, making an individual act responsibly out of 

personal and social indebtedness (25-30). It should be self-sustaining, but in the play’s world, 

virtue and the complete self-sacrifice it requires seem to nullify each other. Whitney’s emblem 
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recommends the English use the pelican as a model for a sacrifice that would generate the 

collective empowerment of the nation. In this sense, each individual has a chance to be Christ-

like. He states, ‘Then searche your breste, and as yow haue with tonge, / With penne proceede to 

doe our countrie good’ (87.3-4). For Whitney, being socially conscious means giving back with 

the learning you have received, specifically in this case, through the act of writing.  

 Because of its emphasis on writing, Whitney’s reading of the pelican seems to connect 

best to what Wilson wants his audience to understand through the moving stage picture and 

dialogue. Just as Daly points out that the familiar maxims (sententiae) uttered on stage prompts 

the audience to interpret more effectively than unfamiliar dialogue may do, because the maxims 

are proverbial truths that can extend the meaning of a moment into an application ‘to all human 

life and experience’,12 so Wilson both generalizes and re-interprets, in a way similar to an 

emblem picture capturing a moment that illustrates the philosophy of the words beneath it. The 

presence of a spoken maxim in a play prompts representation and interpretation, the aural, 

mimetic, and visual accoutrements of an idea. We see such moments in the maxims Fame utters 

about relying on God to keep virtue intact:  

FAME Good ladies, rest content, and you no doubt shall see   

Them plagued with painful punishment for such their cruelty,  

And if true Love and Conscience live from Lucre’s lust lascivious, 

Then Fame a triple crown will give, which lasteth ay victorious. 

CONSCIENCE God grant that Conscience keep within the bounds of right, 

And that vile Lucre do not daunt her heart with deadly spite. 

LOVE And grant, O God, that Love be found in city, town, and country, 

Which causeth wealth and peace abound, and pleaseth God almighty.  (1.43-50) 
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But God does not help the ladies avoid corruption, and perhaps the advice to rely on superficial 

support outside of the self helped to corrupt them. Looking back to the Prologue, we can see the 

first signs of this play's instruction to read emblematically. Through the use of negatives, the 

Prologue lists various kinds of visual spectacle, saying the play is ‘not that’. Instead, similar to 

Artifex’s work, the Prologue presents the play as well-made wares to be purchased by the 

audience-as-consumer. Unlike Artifex, however, the play stays on the path of virtue, as the 

Prologue communicates that these wares will continue to sell profitably because of their 

excellent quality (Prologue.18-9). The play has substance, although what that substance is never 

receives explicit statement. Sincerity and Simplicity note an interesting tension (4.122-4; QLN 

661-3): there is a sad truth to Simplicity’s point about how lying can win jobs and praise, 

whereas truth-telling, despite its virtue, serves no one. We know that murder is wrong, but Usury 

escapes God's wrath. We know cheating is wrong, but Mercadorus goes forgiven and 

unpunished. The Muslim judge exclaims at how the Jew shows more kindness than the Christian, 

proverbially a surprise for Europeans. The final scene of the play is like one big maxim, 

especially the last six lines that are given with such authority (but by Nobody). (See the legal 

place of Nemo in Karen Cunningham’s essay.) We recognize that Conscience and Love are 

permanently disfigured by their choices, but Lucre is physically unchanged, still aggressively 

asserting herself. Like the blood from the mother pelican, the art the audience receives from the 

playwright and players nourishes, as the play itself represents the necessity for social change in a 

world full of vice and injustice.  

Coda 

The moral corruption of the three female characters in The Three Ladies of London is located in 

the physical. In the ‘spotting’ and ‘vizard’ scenes Conscience’s and Love’s bodies are made into 

http://threeladiesoflondon.mcmaster.ca/contexts/KarenCunningham.htm
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spectacles of grotesque female sexuality.13 These newer defiled bodies subsume their former 

selves. Significantly, Conscience’s and Love’s bodily transformations occur, directly or 

indirectly, by being on stage with Lucre. In this way, the materiality of Lucre’s sexuality shifts 

the language of the play (at least briefly) from body and soul to body and body.14 Yet how do we 

read Lucre’s body for all of this?  

 A point that has not been discussed is that in order for Lucre to spot Conscience’s face, 

she herself must touch the ink in the box of abominations. How do we read the spotting of 

Lucre? Is she already so morally corrupt that the ink does not register on her? Are one or two 

fingers not visually prominent enough for the audience to take note? Would the ink remain on 

the actor’s fingers for the rest of the play, thereby threatening to ‘touch’ subsequent characters on 

stage with Lucre’s imprint? The other key issue is the doubling of Love, meaning Lucre’s inky 

fingertips would be on stage during the final moments of the play.15 How might this impact our 

understanding of the play’s ideas? Is there still a glimmer of hope in Conscience’s (potentially) 

restorative punishment? Perhaps Conscience gains strength at her trial because, after the spotting 

scene, Lucre is never again on stage with any of the vices who represent her field of power. She 

cannot ‘mark’ them because they are part of the corruption. Instead in scene 15 she is on stage 

with Love (played by Conscience), already marked by the vizard which also covers Conscience’s 

spots in the doubling.16 In the last scene characters representing the law/judgment apparently 

displace the vices, who have made themselves scarce. Not only is Lucre’s soul/behaviour on trial 

but so too is her body/corrupting touch, and both are found wanting. Since Diligence brings her 

in, he could be marked by her ink of abomination, but he is not. When the letter is discovered, 

the ink could spread from Diligence to Judge Nemo – a compelling thought, but it does not. 

Conscience gains in strength as Lucre’s drains away.  
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 Lucre’s defiling touch, like the Midas touch, is not a question that emerged during 

conference discussions. One question that did come up more than once concerned Simony and 

Usury, who enter holding hands in the text, but not in the performance; however, the actors made 

that choice themselves, perhaps thinking more of modern implications. They decided to portray 

closeness in their bodies merely to seem as though they went ‘hand in hand’, because literally 

‘hand in hand’ on today’s stage is not an emblem of male collusion in money-making and 

deceptions of all kinds, but more a sign of homosexuality, a sign that still embarrasses ‘straight’ 

audiences despite changes in the law (in most Western countries) and thus narrows the context. 

The spotting scene, however, suggests a different mode of thinking altogether. The actual 

running of that scene made clear that only through watching her ‘Midas touch’ at work might 

we, the audience, realize that Lucre is not simply spotting others, but also spotted herself, 

although we might not see literal spots.  

 So, how then do we read the spotting of Lucre? Should she touch her own cheek, perhaps 

as she kisses Conscience? Should she touch herself without leaving a spot? Using the same 

finger that touched Conscience and the box of abominations? We know already that she is a 

force for evil. If each thing or person she touches subsequently reveals the black spots she leaves 

with her finger-tip, does our knowledge of her evil increase? Certainly by the last scene, she (and 

everyone else) might be covered in spots, swellings, and rags of costume, but surely that is not 

the point in a society that has been reduced to surfaces? We already have the vision of Love in 

her vizard, hiding her shame, and of Conscience in her shift publicly declaring her complicity 

with Lucre.  

 Perhaps the idea we want to think about is the magnetic attractiveness of Lucre: wealth, 

beauty, pride, covetousness, coldness, pleasure in the physical and moral squalour to which she 
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can reduce others. Emblematically – allegorically – the three ladies are inseparable and a change 

in one implies change in the others. Lucre is at her best perversely as Wilson offers her: a power 

impossible to resist, arousing lust impossible to quell, untouchable herself – unless Conscience 

has the strength to see and invoke the almost escaped shadow of righteousness, and admit the 

truth of her own weakness in face of poverty, homelessness, friendlessness, and the contempt of 

the city’s tainted enjoyers of successful commerce. Her reclamation of her voice in court forces 

us to see Lucre now as the weaker of the two, with Love trapped between them, unable to defend 

herself beyond naming Lucre as the ‘cause’ of her ‘deformity’ and feeling ‘confounded by 

Conscience’. 
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13 See the essays of Edel Semple, ‘Playing the Whore: Performing and Contextualizing 

Prostitution in The Three Ladies of London’ and Andrea Stevens, ‘The Spotting of Lady 

Conscience in The Three Ladies of London’, published on this website. 

14 See Claire Jowitt’s essay, ‘Performing Gender in Robert Wilson's The Three Ladies of 

London’, also published on this website, as well as Semple’s ‘Playing the Whore’. 

15 See Helen Ostovich’s ‘Doubling Love’ on this website, demonstrating that both Conscience 
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